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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the study of the interactions between polyelectrolytes
and surfactants in aqueous solutions and at interfaces, as well as on the
structural changes these molecules undergo due to that interaction. Small–
angle neutron scattering, dynamic, and static light scattering were the main
techniques used to investigate the interactions in bulk. The first type of
polymer studied was a negatively charge glycoprotein (mucin); its interactions
with ionic sodium alkyl sulfate surfactants and nonionic surfactants were
determined. This system is of great relevance for several applications such as
oral care and pharmaceutical products, since mucin is the main component
of the mucus layer that protects the epithelial surfaces (e.g. oral tissues).
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) on the other hand, has been used as foaming
agent in tooth pastes for a very long time. In this work it is seen how SDS is
very effective in dissolving the large aggregates mucin forms in solution, as
well as in removing preadsorbed mucin layers from different surfaces. On
the other hand, the nonionic surfactant n-dodecyl β-D-maltopyranoside (C12-
mal), does not affect significantly the mucin aggregates in solution, neither
does it remove mucin effectively from a negatively charge hydrophilic surface
(silica). It can be suggested that nonionic surfactants (like the sugar–based
C12-mal) could be used to obtain milder oral care products. The second type
of systems consisted of positively charged polyelectrolytes and a negatively
charged surfactant (SDS). These systems are relevant to a wide variety of
applications ranging from mining and cleaning to gene delivery therapy. It was
found that the interactions of these polyelectrolytes with SDS depend strongly
on the polyelectrolyte structure, charge density and the solvent composition
(pH, ionic strength, and so on). Large solvent isotopic effects were found in the
interaction of polyethylene imine (PEI) and SDS, as well as on the interactions
of this anionic surfactant and the sugar–based n-decyl β-D-glucopyranoside
(C10G1). These surfactants mixtures formed similar structures in solutions to
the ones formed by some of the polyelectrolytes studied, i.e. ellipsoidal micelles
at low electrolyte concentration and stiff rods, at high electrolyte and SDS
concentrations.
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